Map to the Assessment!

1. https://wa.portal.airast.org/

2. CLICK PRACTICE AND TRAINING TESTS

3. CLICK TAKE THE PRACTICE

4. CLICK SIGN IN

5. CHOOSE GRADE LEVEL

6. CHOOSE!
MAP TO THE ASSESSMENT for GUESTS!

1. LOG IN:
   Username: TPSTEST
   Password: test

2. CLICK SECURE BROWSER

3. FIND BLUE ‘OPERATIONAL TEST SITE BOX

4. CLICK WHITE BOX

5. CLICK SIGN IN

6. FIND ‘YOUR TESTS’
   And CHOOSE GRADE LEVEL

7. CHOOSE!

Your Tests
Choose your grade from the dropdown menu and then select a level:

Start G3 ELA Practice Test
Start G3 ELA Performance Task
Start G3 Math Practice Test
Start G3 Math Performance Task